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Martin 
Work Tables
Offering a softer, more comfortable office 

environment, the Martin Work Tables 

maximises capacity requirements with a 

reduced footprint and a lighter form of cable 

management system to accommodate 

growing and changing teams.

Structurally lean, Martin can easily span 

the longest lengths with minimal support, 

providing a clean, finished look. And, thanks to 

the simplicity of installation, Martin effortlessly 

adapts to the ever-changing landscape of 

the modern office to enable and encourage 

the exchange of ideas, information flow and 

the concept of team working.
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Martin 
Meeting Tables_

Martin’s more formal meeting tables are 

available as circular or barrel shaped, 

allowing you to suite the furniture 

throughout an entire workplace.  

Larger tables lend themselves naturally 

to boardroom environments while smaller, 

more intimate options are available to 

create the perfect breakout space.
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Verco _ Martin  

Martin Tables use solid timber legs in 

combination with the warmth of real wood 

veneers, the modernity of laminates and the 

strength and durability of steel to create a 

sophisticated and subtle fusion to help define 

a corporate personality and character.

Martin 
Quality that unites 
Made in Britain_
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Martin 
Desk_
Martin can compliment a tranquil managerial 

environment or a busy office space as a 

single workstation or in a team application. 

Martin Desking effortlessly suits a range of 

workspaces and embraces the changes faced 

by organisation every day. Its uncomplicated, 

honest design naturally lends itself to the task 

at hand. With the overall aim of a minimalist 

aesthetic, Martin is highly versatile and offers 

the flexibility to respond to the way we want to 

work today; answering the increasing demand 

for collaborative work practices. Available 

in a range of veneers and laminates with 

complementing modesty panels

Verco _ Martin  
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Martin 
Credenza_

Martin Credenzas offer exceptional design 

freedom and simple storage. Chamfered 

finger-pulls offer discreet satisfaction upon 

opening the door, whilst the collective 

design details provide an effortless aesthetic 

that complements the entire collection.

_ Solid wood edge profile

_ Shadow gap

_ Adjustable feet

_ Tapered chamfer finger-pull on doors

_ Matched veneering Panels

_ Full length camber-chamfered edge detail
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Martin
Simple clarity,  
beautifully realised_

Martin’s clean and elegantly simple design 

reflects our intention; to help people work 

together, collaborate, share and increase 

productivity with total ease.

Although the option of screens and 

technology have been considered, and 

are available, the main focus has been the 

collaborative experience people expect from 

Martin. Reduced depth provides a smaller 

footprint, bringing people closer together. As 

modern technology has developed it has far 

fewer demands on furniture, perhaps just the 

occasional top up of power.
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Martin 
Design Detail_

_   Solid oak and walnut leg

_   Solid oak and walnut edge profiles with  

a camber chamfer

_   Oak and walnut veneers – standard laminate 

or ultra-matt laminate work surfaces

_   Complementary stool options

_   Complementary credenza storage

_  Screens available in formed felt and Perspex 

_   Cable access panels available fabric, 

Perspex and veneer
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_  Formed felt and Perspex Screens

_   Solid wood chamfered edge detail

_  Steel subframe

_   Under desktop cable management options

_   Modesty panels.

_  Adjustable feet

Solid Timber
Oak

Solid Timber
Walnut

Laminate
White

2 Person
1x Cable cover

1400  x  800mm 1600  x  800mm 1800  x  800mm

4 Person
4x Cable cover

6 Person
7x Cable cover

Worksurfaces

WorkTable sizes

Desk sizes

Cable access coversLeg Options

Perspex
Matt Black &  
White Frosted

Laminate
Black

Wood Veneer
Oak & Walnut

Wood Veneer
Walnut

Fabric Covered
Camira Blazer

Wood Veneer
Oak

Ultra-Matt Laminate
White

Ultra-Matt Laminate
Black

Martin 
Technical Detail_

Footprint 
Back to back depth ...........1400mm
Unit length options .............1400mm, 1600mm, 1800mm.


